Punctuated Evolution of
the Electron Microscope
A. Howie, Cambridge
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The 1986 Nobel Prize for Physics was shared equally between Ernst
Ruska (see photo) for his pioneering work on the Electron Microscope
and the team of Gerd Binnig and Heinrich Rohrer for their development of
the Scanning Tunnelling Microscope a review of which by A. Baratoff we
published in the November/December issue of last year.

Advances in instrumentation, so often
a crucial factor in scientific discovery,
are often only implicity recognised, par
ticularly when it comes to the award of
Nobel prizes. We prefer to celebrate the
discovery of the antiproton rather than
the construction of the machine which
predictably rendered that discovery in
evitable. Exceptions can be made when
sufficiently novel principles such as
stochastic cooling or phase contrast
microscopy are involved in the design of
the new instrument, but even then reco
gnition depends not only on good perfor
mance but also on the exciting discove
ries which follow. Engineers, builders
and designers generally may be glad to
be excused quite such stringent tests
before receiving the highest accolades
in their profession!
Microscopy is an old and fertile field
for the flowering of the instrument
maker's talents. Remarkable new deve
lopments such as scanning optical and
scanning acoustic microscopy have
captured attention in recent years. How
ever, atomic resolution is a holy grail
which has invested the invention of the
scanning tunnelling microscope by Bin
nig and Rohrer, with a special excite
ment. How intriguing therefore that they
should share the 1986 Nobel Prize for
Physics with Ernst Ruska whose con
tributions to microscopy date with those
of Zernike and indeed lie closer to the
time of Abbe than to the present day!A
study of the events leading to these two
achievements reveals their many con
nections and contrasts as well as the
great range of evolutionary tempo which
the scientific edifice can tolerate and
indeed requires.
Ruska's early work 1) was done in the
period 1929-32 as a graduate student
(mostly unpaid) inthe team of Professor
Max Knoll at the Technical University of
Berlin, investigating the high speed ca
thode ray oscilloscope. Part of the back
ground lay in the theory of the focussing
action of a magnetic solenoid developed
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by Busch following some qualitative and
imperfectly understood observations by
Gabor of the concentrating effect of
an iron-shrouded coil. A striking early
achievement, testifying to Ruska's swift
mastery of the formidable problems of
practical electron optics at that time,
was the quantitative verification of the
theory — something which Busch him
self had attempted but failed to accom
plish. The crucial demonstration of a
two-stage "microscope" with a magnifi
cation of about ×20 using iron-free lens
coils was achieved by Ruska in 1931.
Greatly improved magnetic pole-piece
lenses designed by Ruska and his
brother-in-law von Borries then led in
1934 to the operation of a two-stage
instrument with a magnification of
x12000 and a resolution of 50 nm —
comfortably ahead of the light micro
scope. At this point Ruska joined Sie
mens who were planning commercial
production. This followed their acquisi
tion of a patent that was the result of a
rather opportunist application, based on
purely conceptual proposals, made by
their chief electrical engineer Reinhold
Rudenberg. Subsequent development
of the electron microscope swiftly be
came an international entreprise 2) but
its widespread use was hampered by
difficulties in the preparation of speci
mens and the damage done to them by
the vacuum or electron beam. Gabor's
view was that although only cinders
might remain, they could still be worth
studying — an opinion regarded as too
optimistic by the biologists. In fact, he
was being unnecessarily gloomy since
most of the scattering is elastic.
Like most present-day electron optics,
Ruska's work was entirely based on the
particle properties of the electron and,
fortunately perhaps, he did not get to
hear about its wave nature until 1932.
Diffraction effects in the specimen are,
however, extremely important, particu
larly in the small angle range of scatter
ing to which spherical aberration res

tricts the operation of electron lenses.
The union between electron microscopy
and electron diffraction, engineered by
Boersch and LePoole proved of incalcu
lable benefit to both disciplines 3). Elec
tron diffraction, previously plagued by
problems of multiple scattering, found
its true home in the interpretation of real
space images. With the work of Hirsch
and the Cambridge school, the diffrac
tion contrast method of imaging crystal
defects became the vehicle whereby the
electron microscope replaced the X-ray
set as the primary structural tool of the
materials scientist. In the past decade,
with steady improvements in resolution
to the 0.2 nm level directly revealing the
atomic arrangement, structure imaging
in the electron microscope has been en
thusiastically adopted by biologists, mi
neralogists, chemists and most recently
physicists with their interest in semicon
ductor interfaces and quantum well
structures.
The high resolution transmission elec
tron microscope of today still bears a
remarkable resemblance to Ruska's ori
ginal conception, making its develop
ment the most continuous and durable
thread in the long history of electron
optics. Scanning electron microscopy,
using the same kind of lenses has emer
ged as an alternative tool, offering many
advantages for the microanalysis and
imaging of both specimen surfaces, al
though limited in resolution by source
brightness problems. The solution to
these, leading to Crewe's scanning
transmission electron microscope with
its ability to resolve and chemically iden
tify individual atoms, has been provided
by the tungsten field emission tip. The
tungsten tip in the hands of Müller
Crewe and most recently, Binnig and
Rohrer, has now provided us with
atomic images by three quite different
routes and must surely rank with the
magnetic lens as a key component of
charged particle microscopy. It must be
recognised though that the scanning
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Above — Ruska's apparatus for investiga
ting the focal properties of a magnetic lens
(1929).
Below — A modern electron microscope,
the JEM-2000 FX ofJEOL Ltd.
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